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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Doris Howell 
Princess Margaret Cancer Center, Toronto, Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 01-Jun-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS A systematic review to identify the impact of routine screening for 
psychosocial distress would be valuable and is warranted given that 
this practice is recommended in most cancer guidelines and that 
undertreatment of this problem still exists. The use of the PRISMA 
guidelines is a strenght of this review; however there are some 
weaknesses that need to be addressed prior to conducting this 
review (please see my attached files). 
 
The reviewer also provided a marked copy with detailed comments. 
Please contact the publisher for full information about it. 

 

REVIEWER Sylvie  Dolbeault  
DISSPO  
Institut Curie, Paris, France 

REVIEW RETURNED 08-Jun-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This manuscript is not presenting any study results, but only 
presenting the full protocol of a systematic review protocol on 
screening for distress and referral for cancer patients; with clear 
objectives; a wells-described methodology.  
This work will be helpful in the field  
 
OK for publication if this type of manuscript strictly belongs to BMJ 
open Journal aims, which I think is the case.  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer #1: Doris Howell  

 

A systematic review to identify the impact of routine screening for psychosocial distress would be 

valuable and is warranted given that this practice is recommended in most cancer guidelines and that 
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undertreatment of this problem still exists. The use of the PRISMA guidelines is a strenght of this 

review; however there are some weaknesses that need to be addressed prior to conducting this 

review (please see my attached files).  

 

Summary: This article is a protocol for a systematic review study with meta-analysis to examine the 

impact of routine screening interventions in cancer that are aimed at: 1) improving the routine 

screening of patients for psychosocial distress; and 2) referral of distressed cancer patients for 

psychosocial support. The topic area is important since routine distress screening has become a 

standard for practice for most North American cancer programs and globally and since psychosocial 

distress remains undertreated in cancer populations. Strengths: The use of the PRISMA guideline and 

its related steps to ensure a high quality review is a particular strength in this proposed systematic 

review. The registration of the review with PROSPERO is also valuable. The research questions 

guiding the review are clear and specific. The inclusion of non-English articles is also a strength.  

 

R1-1. Overall the protocol is clearly written but there are some revisions that are required to ensure a 

robust review to advance knowledge in the field as follows: 1) the argument for the review needs to be 

more strongly justified and positioned within existing reviews and answer a question as to why this 

review is needed. The author states that reviews on screening have not been conducted and this is 

not true. For instance, there are a number of recent reviews on screening for distress and its impact 

(see, Mitchell AJ, Screening for cancer-related distress: when is implementation successful and when 

is it unsuccessful? Acta Oncol. 2013 Feb;52(2):216-24. doi: 10.3109/0284186X.2012.745949). 

Additionally there are a number of reviews of other the impact of routine implementation of patient-

reported outcomes that may be used for screening or longitudinal monitoring of cancer impact (see 

Howell D, et al. Annals of Oncology 2015) and other recent reviews; these may need to be considered 

for inclusion in the review if focused on psychosocial distress as many organizations have now moved 

to PROMs assessment and not just distress screening.  

 

We have amended the background of the protocol to identify the need for this review. We have 

examined the references provided, and after a search of electronic databases we have been unable 

to identify any systematic reviews of interventions to improve the provision of screening and referral of 

cancer patients for distress by clinicians in health care settings – the primary objective of the review.  

 

The reviews provided by reviewer 1 examine the effects of common distress screening tools such as 

the Distress Thermometer on cancer patients outcomes such as quality of life or depression or the 

impact of patient reported outcomes measures (PROMs) to improve identification of distressed 

patients and improve treatment decisions. Such interventions do not provide guidance for policy 

makers and practitioners interested in identifying strategies to support clinicians conducting screening 

and referral. Nonetheless, we have now amended the background section to make reference to this 

literature, and to other clinical practice change reviews regarding the effectiveness of strategies to 

improve clinician provision of care consistent with clinical practice guidelines. Specifically we have 

added the following paragraph:  

“Despite evidence based guideline recommendations, screening and referral of cancer patients for 

psychosocial distress is not routinely conducted by clinicians responsible for the clinical management 

of cancer patients [1,11]. While previous have examined the effects of common distress screening 

tools such as the Distress Thermometer [1] on cancer patients’ outcomes such as quality of life or 

depression [12-16] or the impact of patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) to improve 

identification of distressed patients and improve treatment decisions [17,18] we are not aware of any 

previous systematic review of interventions to improve clinician provision of screening and appropriate 

referral of cancer patients per-se. Reviews of clinical practice change interventions more broadly 

suggests that a range of interventions may be effective in improving clinician provision of care 

consistent with guidelines recommendations such as educational strategies, audit and feedback, use 

of reminders and multiprofessional collaboration [19-21].” – lines 107-116, pg 6.  
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R1-2. The author also needs to update the references for guidelines as many of these are outdated 

(e.g. NCCN 1999 versus the released 2015).  

 

Thankyou for referring us to the more recently published 2015 NCCN guidelines. We have updated 

this reference (please see lines 69-70“…the National Comprehensive Cancer Network Clinical 

Practice Guidelines in Oncology: Distress Management...”. As many of our references to the evidence 

supporting these guidelines were derived from the earlier version, we have also made efforts to 

update to more recent literature throughout the paper (please see reference numbers 3, 4, 11).  

 

The reference to the 2003 National Breast Cancer Centre and National Cancer Control Initiative’s 

Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Psychosocial Care of Adults with Cancer has been removed as 

these have been rescinded.  

Reference to the National Institute for Clinical Excellence 2004 guidance manual, Improving 

Supportive and Palliative Care for Adults with Cancer remains, as to our knowledge this is the most 

up to date version of relevant guidance from NICE.  

 

We have added reference to other recent recommendations (please see reference numbers 5, 6, 8, 9) 

including those from the Institute of Medicine Report and Commission on Cancer; “The Institute of 

Medicine Report…” – lines 73-76, pg. 5.  

 

R1-3. The PICO question guiding the systematic review of the literature should be included in the 

article.  

 

The PICO components are outlined in the methods section of the manuscript. We have re-worded the 

title of the manuscript to make to participant, intervention and outcome clearer. We have also 

amended the aim (lines 121-123) to “the primary aims of the review are to determine the impact of 

interventions (interventions) to improve clinician provision of screening and appropriate referral 

(outcomes) of cancer patients (participants) for distress”. We do not have inclusion criteria on a 

comparator (and so it is not included), and we are interested in any intervention to improve screening 

and referral (and so can be no more specific).  

 

R1-4. It is not entirely clear regarding the secondary aim of the review regarding the effectiveness of 

such interventions on reducing psychosocial distress. Is the interventions referred to just the 

maneouver of screening for distress and referral; there are new collaborative models of care and clear 

guidelines that screening should be followed by assessment with intervention for low or moderate 

levels of distress by the primary oncology team.  

 

We are interested in assessing the impact of interventions to improve clinician provision of screening 

and referral. While reviews have previously found that screening and referral improves quality of life, 

mental health symptomatology and treatment decisions, interventions to improve clinician behaviour 

often yield variable improvements in the quality and integrity of guideline implementation that can 

reduce the effectiveness of care on patient outcomes. We have included the secondary outcome 

measure to assess the extent to which intervention to improve clinician screening and referral has the 

anticipated beneficial impact on patient level outcomes.  

 

It is not clear why the emphasis has been placed on screen and refer; this assumes the focus is on 

those with severe distress or treatment of major depression and related outcomes and the 

appropriateness of care following referral will not likely be identifiable and a limitation of the review.  

 

We have included screening and referral given the consistency in which these elements of care are 

included in best practice guidelines for the management of cancer patients by clinicians. The review 
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seeks to assess the impact of interventions on improving these core elements of care provision.  

 

R1-5. There are a number of places were inclusion and exclusion criteria are presented and it makes 

it difficult to follow. For instance, in the description of the population the exclusion of studies on carers 

should be in the exclusion section. Similarly, the whole section in types of interventions mixes 

inclusion and exclusion criteria for the review and can a section be labelled these and aligned under 

the titles.  

 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria have now been labelled within the sections of the manuscript.  

 

R1-6. Hand searching of journals is identified, please specify the journals.  

 

The journals to be hand searched have been specified (please see lines 268-269; “Journal of the 

National Comprehensive Cancer Network, Psychooncology and Supportive Care in Cancer”).  

 

R1-7. Meta-analysis-need more specifics what will be done with different types of study designs e.g. 

cluster trials and will this be a pooling using Standardize Mean Difference and given there may be 

different measures use how will these be handled.  

 

We have indicated on pg 15, line 342-343 that we will not combine data from different study designs. 

We have indicated (line 334-336) that we will consider using a standardised mean difference to pool 

data if there are not uniform measures of outcome. We have also mentioned that meta-analysis will 

only be performed where there is sufficient heterogeneity. We would be pleased to add in more detail 

of the analysis if the reviewer could provide some more guidance as to what is missing.  

 

Reviewer #2: Sylvie Dolbeault  

 

This manuscript is not presenting any study results, but only presenting the full protocol of a 

systematic review protocol on screening for distress and referral for cancer patients; with clear 

objectives; a wells-described methodology.  

This work will be helpful in the field  

OK for publication if this type of manuscript strictly belongs to BMJ open Journal aims, which I think is 

the case. 
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